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Les bulles et les gouttes protégées par une monocouche dense de particules hydrophobes peuvent 
résister mécaniquement à une baisse, éventuellement importante, de leur pression interne. Nous 
réalisons des mesures de pression d’effondrement sur ce type de gouttes en armure particulaire, pour 
des rapports de taille particule/goutte allant de 0,02 à 0,2. Nous montrons que ce rapport contrôle le 
comportement de la goutte lors de son « dégonflement » : pour de petits ratios la monocouche se 
froisse, pour des ratios intermédiaires elle se facette et, pour les rapports les plus grands, elle se 
comporte comme une coque granulaire. Les résultats montrent que chacun de ces régimes 
morphologiques est associé à un niveau de résistance maximale de la goutte lorsque sa pression 
interne est abaissée. Une modélisation purement géométrique parvient à rendre compte, au  moins 




Drops and bubbles wrapped in dense monolayers of hydrophobic particles are known to sustain a 
significant decrease of their internal pressure. Through dedicated experiments we investigate the 
collapse behavior of such armored water drops as a function of the particle-to-drop size ratio in the 
range 0.02-0.2. We show that this parameter controls the behavior of the armor during the deflation: 
at small size ratios the drop shrinkage proceeds through the soft crumpling of the monolayer, at 
intermediate ratios the drop becomes faceted, and for the largest studied ratios the armor behaves like 
a granular arch. The results show that each of the three morphological regimes is characterized by an 
increasing magnitude of the collapse pressure. This increase is qualitatively modeled thanks to a 
mechanism involving out-of-plane deformations and particle disentanglement in the armor. 
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1 Introduction  
 
Hydrophobic particles can serve as stabilizers for emulsions and foams. Those particles adsorb at the 
surface of drops or bubbles, providing exceptional stability properties against coalescence and 
Ostwald ripening, or drying. The accepted picture for such a stabilizing effect involves the formation 
of a dense particle monolayer around the drop or the bubble, i.e. a solid armor. Whereas the stability 
of those systems has been considerably investigated, the mechanical behavior of the armor remains to 
be understood in details, as evidenced by the existence of several distinct approaches for describing 
this behavior. These approaches are inspired either by studies on surfactant monolayers (Langmuir 
isotherms) [1-4], or by thin elastic sheets [5-7], or they are based on micro-capillary models [3,8-10]. 
Previous experiments performed on armored millimeter drops characterized by a small particle-to-
drop size ratio, i.e. 0.01, indicate that their relative capillary pressure can be decreased down to zero 
before to observe their collapse [11]. It was also reported that before the collapse, the armor exhibits a 
crumpled aspect [11]. On the other hand, numerical simulations for armored bubbles characterized by 
a larger size ratio, i.e.  0.1, show that those armors become faceted and that the corresponding 
relative collapse pressures can be negative [10]. Moreover, calculations on ideal armors indicate that 
highly negative relative collapse pressures can be obtained if the number of involved particles is small 
[8]. These results suggest that for armored drops (or bubbles) there exists a strong dependence of the 
collapse pressure on the size ratio.  Here, we investigate experimentally the mechanical strength of 
armored water drops characterized by particle-to-drop size ratios varied in the range 0.02-0.2. As 
shown in the following, the results reveal the effect of the size ratio on both the collapse pressure and 
the morphology of the collapsing drop, providing a consistent link between previous results obtained 




The experimental setup has been designed to measure the collapse pressure of armored drops within 
imposed pressure conditions. A hemispherical drop of water is formed at the apex of a cylindrical 
PTFE tip. Several tips are used in order to vary the radius R of the drop in the range 0.225 – 
1.125 mm. The tip holder is connected to a water reservoir in such a way that the liquid pressure in the 
drop is set by the height separating the drop from the liquid level in the reservoir. A suspension of 
fluorescent polystyrene microspheres (radius a = 40 µm) in a mixture composed of ethanol and water 
(20/80) is prepared beforehand, and a small amount is deposited on the drop surface. By waiting for 
several minutes, the alcohol evaporates from the drop surface and the measurement starts, i.e. the 
initial drop pressure  is reduced to  in a quasi-static way. In the following, we refer to the 
pressure difference . A syringe-pump is used in withdrawing mode at a 
small volume flow rate from the reservoir and the drop pressure decreases (the typical rate is 
 - 0.2 Pa/s). Images of top and side views of the drop are grabbed during the pressure 
decrease until the drop collapse is observed at . 
 
3 Results and discussion 
 
Pictures reveal deviations in the contact angle of particles before any pressure decrease, as well as 
deviations in the particle size (within the expected range). Due to those defects, the particle centers are 
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not perfectly positioned on a spherical surface and the local curvature of the armor is not constant 
locally. It appears that those defects in the armor’s curvature accentuate during the pressure decrease, 
which seems to cause the drop collapse. However, the evolution of the drop’s morphology clearly 
depends on the size ratio, as shown by the comparison of Fig. 1a, 1b and 1c. From the pictures, one 
can classify the collapse behavior into three regimes. For , the defects initiate numerous 
inward buckling events, each on a length scale corresponding to roughly ten particles, and in 
approaching the collapse pressure, the aspect of the armor becomes more irregular, or crumpled. For 
, the armor is less crumpled and exhibits a faceted shape. For  the faceted 
regime is no more observed. The armor resembles an arch whose shape is almost unchanged until one 
particle suddenly moves inwards and induces the rapid collapse of the drop (Fig. 1c). Thus, each value 
of  is characterized by a given armor morphology before the collapse. As shown in the following, 




Fig 1: Evolution of the particle armors during the deflation process for three particle-to-drop size 
ratios: (a) 0.02, (b) 0.12 and (c) 0.17. The columns (0), (1) and (2) correspond to three deflation levels 
expressed in terms of the ratio : 0,  0.9 and 1 respectively. For column (2), the 
image has been chosen in order to illustrate the inward buckling responsible for the collapse, but note 
that for (c2) the collapse is so rapid that the onset of collapse could not be imaged within our 
experimental conditions. (a1) Note the arrows showing the local inward buckling events. (b1) Note the 
facets leading to the inward buckling and the drop collapse. The arrow in (c2) shows the particle 
disentanglement event (refer to the scheme in Fig. 3c) responsible for the drop collapse. Note the 
evolution of the emerged area on neighboring particles - orange circles in (c0) and (c2) – revealing 




Results for the reduced collapse pressure difference  /  are presented in Fig 2 as a 
function of . Domains identified for the ‘crumpled’, ‘facets’ and ‘arch’ regimes are presented.  
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Experimental results obtained by Monteux et al. [11] for  are also reported for comparison. 
The present experimental results, which cover a large range of  values, are consistent with 
previously reported collapse pressures for  [11], characterized by .  
Our observations revealed that well-beyond the onset of collapse, particle overlapping, i.e. accordion 
pattern, develops and could contribute to weaken the particle monolayer when subjected to in-plane 
compressive stress. In order to discuss further this effect, we propose the following simple modeling 
elements. First of all, deviations in particle radius  and in contact angle  are assumed to 
induce geometrical disorder with regard to particle positions perpendicular to the mean plan of the 
monolayer: . Equivalently, the geometrical disorder can be 
described using the overlapping angle  (Fig. 3a). 
 
 
Fig. 2: Link between the morphology of the armored drop before collapse and the measured collapse 
pressure (red circles). Three morphologies (or regimes) are identified as a function of the particle-to-
drop size ratio, namely the ‘crumpled’, the ‘faceted’ and the ‘arch’ regimes. The red hatched area 
corresponds to collapse pressures reported in [11]. Vertical error bars account for deviations (minimal 




For monolayers characterized by a small  ratio, particle overlapping due to the increase of the 
surface stress results in the densification of the monolayer, i.e. the reduction in surface area, so that a 
two-dimensional Young modulus can be defined. Restoring capillary forces develop as the liquid-gas 
interface distorts around the particles that are moved perpendicular to the plan of the monolayer. The 
simplest way to model this effect is to assume that the restoring force takes the form: 
, where  is a geometrical constant and  is the interface distortion. Any bulk 
pressure reduction (with respect to the capillary pressure) induces an increase of the surface pressure 
 (by convention  for compressive stress) in the plane of the monolayer, in such a way that 
the mechanical equilibrium of the armored drop is maintained, i.e.  [8]. 
Equivalently, an effective surface tension  can be defined. In neglecting the friction at 
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contact between the particles as well as the drop curvature, the mechanical equilibrium of such a 
distorted particle monolayer (see the periodic particle element in Fig. 3b) is ensured if 
, where the angle  describes the orientation of contact forces with respect to 
the mean plan of the monolayer.  accounts for the particle overlapping during the increase of the 
surface pressure, i.e. . According to this equilibrium, the relation between the 
surface pressure and  is . Then, in considering a model 
particle raft structured with the geometrical element of Fig. 3b, i.e. accordion-shaped particle raft, any 
increase in surface pressure can be related to the relative reduction in the raft length 
, which allows defining a surface elastic modulus (secant modulus) 
. For deformations of the order of - 0.1 and , . The 
constant k is expected to be of order unity and the estimation for  indeed corresponds to soft 
materials, whose apparent modulus scales with , which is consistent with experimental results 




Fig. 3: Behavior of the particles in the armor. (a) Illustration of particle overlapping induced by 
deviations in the wetting contact angle. (b) The overlapping of the particles increases as the surface 
pressure increases: particles are pushed perpendicular to the plane of the monolayer and out-of-plane 
capillary forces develop to ensure the mechanical equilibrium. (c) Illustration of the disentanglement 
mechanism responsible for the onset of collapse: some particles are pushed outward of the drop 








As the ratio  increases, the crumpled morphology lessens and the drops become more faceted 
during the pressure reduction. This can be explained by the fact that the drop curvature 
counterbalances the effect of the geometrical disorder, so that local inward buckling is prevented. 
More precisely, the inversion of the local curvature locks when  (see Fig. 3c). In this 
regime, the inward buckling of the drop proceeds by pushing some particles away from the center of 
the drop in order to release some space within the monolayer, which allows for buckling facets to 
form. In the simulations by Abkarian et al. [10], topological defects, the 12 fivefold disclinations in 
the ordered particle monolayer, serve as vertices for buckling facets of size R. In our experiment, less 
symmetric buckled structures were observed, but however the characteristic size of the facets is R. It is 
worthwhile to recall that the faceted regime was found to correspond to a narrow range of  values. 
 
In carrying on with the model, we now focus on the increase of the reduced collapse pressure as a 
function of . The starting point is the idea that for , the inward buckling of the 
drop is initiated by disentanglement events involving at least one particle. As described above, this is 
achieved by pushing several particles outward of the drop surface, over a distance , in order to 
release the space required for this disentanglement. According to the approach proposed above, the 
surface pressure required to obtain such interfacial distortion is . Besides, the 
disentanglement of a particle is allowed when the upward motion of its neighbor corresponds to 
, which involves a reduced collapse pressure equal to  
. This increasing function of  is in qualitative agreement with our 
experimental data. Note that as  increases up to 0.2 buckling facets cannot be clearly defined 
anymore as they involve only two or three particles. In that case, the armor is a strong granular arch 




We measured the collapse pressure of water drops armored with hydrophobic particles as the 
particle/drop size ratio increases in the range 0.02-0.2. We observed three distinct morphological 
regimes when the drop pressure was decreased within quasi-static conditions: at small size ratio, 
numerous local inward buckling events occur and the armor has a crumpled aspect; in contrast, for the 
largest size ratios, the armor looks like a spherical granular arch and sustains the pressure reduction 
without any significant particle motion; for intermediate size ratio, the armor’s shape is faceted. Each 
of those morphologies has been found to correspond to a dedicated level for the collapse pressure: 
whereas at small size ratio the drop collapses when its capillary pressure gets close to zero, significant 
negative capillary pressures are measured for the largest size ratios and intermediate collapse pressures 
characterize the faceted regime. Observations have revealed that the collapse is initiated by intrinsic 
geometrical defects. The effects of those defects are partly counterbalanced by the drop curvature, and 
the relative increase of the armor’s strength can be understood from a simple mechanism involving the 
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